Acoustic pulse propagation near a right-angle wall
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Experimental measurements were conducted around a right-angle wall to investigate the effect of this obstacle on sound propagation outdoors. Using small explosions as the source of the acoustic waves allowed reflected and diffracted arrivals to be discerned and investigated in detail. The measurements confirm that diffraction acts as a low-pass filter on acoustic waveforms in agreement with simple diffraction theory, reducing the peak pressure and broadening the waveform shape received by a sensor in the shadow zone. In addition, sensors mounted directly on the wall registered pressure doubling for nongrazing angles of incidence in line-of-sight conditions. A fast two-dimensional finite difference time domain (FDTD) model was developed and provided additional insight into the propagation around the wall. Calculated waveforms show good agreement with the measured waveforms. © 2006 Acoustical Society of America. [DOI: 10.1121/1.2180530]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sound propagation in an urban environment is currently an active research topic in both civil and military applications. Understanding acoustic propagation in this environment is important for noise reduction and for designing and predicting the performance of various sensor systems. The presence of buildings in an urban environment introduces reflections, diffractions, and multiple propagation paths that are not present in simpler situations. As the foundation for studying the effects of multiple buildings, which is the theme for a future paper, the perturbations caused by the presence of a single obstacle are the focus of this study.

The effect of barriers on acoustic propagation has been studied extensively, especially to reduce traffic noise. Ray theory treatments are often discussed in textbooks (e.g., Refs. 1 and 2) and Pierce3,4 has developed a theoretical treatment that is often used in such applications. In recent years the boundary element method5–7 has proved useful for solving many of these problems, and a number of analytical or semianalytical methods have been developed to investigate the urban environment and street canyons (e.g., Refs. 8–10).

In part because of the nature of traffic noise, most previous experimental work has focused on the frequency domain, and acoustic pulses have only occasionally been used in the past to investigate simple barriers.11–16 Nonplanar obstacles are not often treated, although Pierce (Ref. 4, p. 498) discusses a single-frequency calculation for propagation around a building corner.

To examine the nature and properties of various waves involved in the interaction with an obstacle, experimental measurements were conducted outdoors on a full-scale, right-angle wall using impulsive sources. A concrete block wall was constructed in an open field and instrumented with pressure sensors. Small explosive charges were detonated at various locations near the wall and the resulting pressure waveforms were recorded using a digital seismograph. These measurements investigated both line-of-sight (LOS) and non-line-of-sight (NLOS) situations.

In recent years, the finite-difference time domain (FDTD) method has gained popularity in simulating different wave propagation phenomena (e.g., Refs. 17–19). Here, the two-dimensional FDTD method is applied to model the experimental measurements on a personal computer. Some of the advantages of the finite-difference method are the ability to include a variety of acoustic pulses, complex barrier or building geometries, and spatially varying sound speeds. In addition, viewing the computational results in an animated movie format can provide insight to complex wave propagation phenomena arising from the interaction of the waves with obstacles. This paper demonstrates that the FDTD technique is a useful tool to understand sound propagation physics in a complex environment.

The next section discusses experimental measurements that were made on an isolated concrete block wall to investigate the simplest case of building effects, reflection, and diffraction. Next, a two-dimensional finite-difference time domain prediction method is developed and validated by comparison with the experimentally measured waveforms. This method is shown to be an accurate tool for the study of outdoor sound propagation in complex situations.
II. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

For the experimental measurements, a right-angle wall with equal sides, each 9.4 m long and 3.5 m high, was constructed in an open field using concrete blocks. Pressure sensors were installed on and near the walls most at a height of 1.5 m above ground level, see Table I, and 0.28-kg charges of C4 explosive, 1.5 m above ground level, were detonated at various locations 30 m from the center of the front wall, see Fig. 1. The resulting pressure pulses were recorded using a Bison Model 9048 digital seismograph at a sampling rate of 5 kHz and with a response bandwidth of 3–2500 Hz. This experimental geometry allowed the reflection and diffusion of the low-amplitude blast waves by the right-angle wall to be studied in detail.

The measured pressure waveforms for sensors located near the center of the front and side walls for all of the source positions are shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, the top four waveforms are for sensors A–D near the front wall, while the lower four waveforms are for sensors E–H near the side wall. These measured waveforms reveal a number of characteristics of acoustic pulse interaction with the walls.

The front wall sensors A–D are all within the “line-of-sight” (LOS) of the source positions and have a direct wave arrival in every case. Examining the waveforms in Fig. 2 for these front wall sensors for source position 1 shows that grazing incidence does not have a visible effect on the sensor waveforms. All the waveforms are nearly the same in appearance and have about the same peak pressure amplitude. The positive pulse duration is typically around 5 ms, roughly indicating a peak frequency of about 100 Hz and a wavelength of about 3.5 m. The waveform for sensor A, farthest from the front wall the top row in Fig. 2, looks slightly different from the others. These differences might occur because this sensor is at ground level, while the other sensors B–D are located 1.5 m above ground level.

At all of the other source positions, reflected waves are visible in the sensors located some distance from the front wall. The interference of the reflected wave with the direct wave depends on the geometry and travel time of the reflected wave. In all cases, the peak pressure of the reflected wave is smaller than the direct wave. The amplitudes of the direct and reflected waves at normal incidence lead to an

---

**TABLE I. Geometry of the measurements. Grid coordinates in meters of walls, sensors, and source locations corresponding to Fig. 1.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Line-of-sight (LOS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>−4.6</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>Near front wall</td>
<td>All source locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>−4.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Near front wall</td>
<td>All source locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>−4.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Near front wall</td>
<td>All source locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>−4.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>On front wall</td>
<td>All source locations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Corner of both walls</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>−6.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>On side wall</td>
<td>S5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>−6.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Near side wall</td>
<td>S4–S5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>−6.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Near side wall</td>
<td>S4–S5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>−6.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Near side wall</td>
<td>S3–S5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>−9.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower end of side wall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>−4.6</td>
<td>−0.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Behind the front wall</td>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>−4.6</td>
<td>−3.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>Behind the front wall</td>
<td>S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>−4.6</td>
<td>−30.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>30 m behind front wall</td>
<td>S1–S3, S5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP1</td>
<td>−34.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Source parallel with front wall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP2</td>
<td>−30.6</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Source 30° from front wall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP3</td>
<td>−19.6</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Source 60° from front wall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP4</td>
<td>−4.6</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Source perpendicular to front wall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP5</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Source 60° from front wall</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 1. Plan view of the experimental geometry used for the wall measurements. The horizontal wall segment along the x axis is referred to as the front wall, and the vertical wall segment parallel to the y axis is called the side wall. Circles indicate the location of pressure sensors and squares the source locations. Dotted lines indicate line-of-sight (LOS) ray paths. A sensor located at (−4.6, −30) is omitted from the plot. The coordinates of all of the sources, sensors, and walls are given in Table I.**
estimate for the reflection coefficient of the wall as approximately 0.93. The high value of the reflection coefficient indicates that the finite size of the wall has little effect on the reflected energy.

All of the sensors located near the side wall (sensors E–H) are in the shadow zone for source positions 1 and 2, and some remain in the shadow for source positions 3 (sensors E–G at 0, 1.5, and 3 m) and 4 (sensor E at 0 m). For all of the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) sensors at source positions 1–3, the peak pressure amplitude drops from about 2.2 kPa to about 0.6 kPa, a reduction by a factor of nearly 4. When a sensor is near the shadow boundary, the peak pressure is reduced by about a factor of 2 to about 1.1 kPa. In addition, the NLOS waveforms have longer time durations and broader pulse widths than the LOS waveforms, with the positive duration typically increasing from 5 ms to 6–8 ms. For non-grazing LOS conditions, the wall-mounted sensors have approximately twice the peak pressure of the nearby sensors that are not on the wall. This “pressure doubling” is caused by the constructive interference of the direct and reflected waves.

Figure 3 compares a LOS sensor waveform with a NLOS sensor waveform, recorded with the source at SP 1. The LOS sensor B was located 3 m from the front wall and the NLOS sensor E was located 0 m from the side wall. The LOS waveform is identical to waveforms measured in an open field, with no visible effect from the front wall. The direct wave has peak positive and negative pressures of 2300 and 890 Pa, respectively. For the NLOS sensor, three different diffracted arrivals are possible: a ray around the right-angle corner, a ray over the top of the wall, and a ray around the lower end of the side wall (see Fig. 1). All of these rays should arrive within a few ms of each other, and the small fluctuations near the peak pressure of the waveform indicate that interference is occurring.

Comparison of the pressure waveforms in Fig. 3 shows clearly that the diffracted waveform is a low-pass filtered version of the line-of-sight waveform. The peak pressure in the shadow zone is reduced by a factor of about 3 above
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FIG. 2. Normalized pressure waveforms measured for the geometry shown in Fig. 1. Each column contains waveforms recorded for a particular source point and is 100 ms in duration. In each column, the top four waveforms are for sensors A–D located 6, 3, 1.5, and 0 m away from the front wall. The next four waveforms were recorded by sensors E–H located 0, 1.5, 3, and 6 m from the side wall. Each waveform is 100 ms in duration and labeled with the peak absolute pressure in kPa. See Fig. 1 and Table I for the experimental geometry.

![Figure 3](image3.png)

FIG. 3. Measurements illustrating the low-pass filtering effect of diffraction around a corner. The source of the waves was located at SP1 in Fig. 1. The positions of the line-of-sight (LOS) sensor B, 3 m in front of the front wall, and the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) sensor E, mounted on the side wall, are shown in Fig. 1. (Top) Pressure waveforms. The vertical bar indicates 1 kPa, and the measured peak positive pressures were 2300 for the LOS waveform and 590 Pa for the NLOS waveform. For the LOS wave, the positive duration was 4.0 ms and the entire waveform duration was 20.6 ms, while the durations increased to 9.4 and 29.1 ms for the NLOS wave. (Bottom) Power spectral densities of the two waveforms. The NLOS waveform has far less high-frequency content compared to the LOS waveform.
geometrical spreading, and the signal duration is longer. Both of these changes are typical time domain characteristics of low-pass filtering. The spectra calculated from these waveforms (also presented in Fig. 3) show that frequency components of 100 Hz and higher are reduced by two orders of magnitude in the shadow while the lower frequency content is not changed. This low-pass filtering effect is visible in previous higher frequency measurements\(^{11,12}\) and agrees with insertion loss predictions from simple barrier diffraction theories (e.g. Refs. 1 and 4).

**III. FINITE-DIFFERENCE TIME DOMAIN NUMERICAL MODELING**

Because barriers are often used in practical situations to reduce traffic or industrial noise, theoretical methods of predicting barrier effects using continuous wave or single-frequency sources have received a great deal of attention. However, these methods may predict constructive or destructive interference for waves with different propagation distances that does not occur when pulses are used instead of continuous sources. In addition, these methods are often limited to simplified geometries. The finite-difference method, a numerical method that overcomes these limitations, is used for the calculations presented here.

**A. The finite-difference method**

The finite-difference method is an important computational tool that has been used on many different wave propagation problems, including electromagnetics,\(^{20}\) seismology,\(^{21}\) and underwater acoustics.\(^{22}\) In this section the general characteristics of the method are discussed and applied to outdoor sound propagation in the following sections. The basic method is to divide the spatial domain into a discrete grid of nodes and approximate the derivatives appearing in the equations of motion using finite differences between adjacent grid values. Similarly, the time variable is also divided into discrete steps and evaluated using finite differences. This method is commonly called the finite-difference time domain (FDTD) method.

In this case the acoustic propagation is expressed as a set of first-order, velocity-pressure coupled differential equations, similar to the motion and continuity expressions.\(^{23,24}\) In a two-dimensional \((x,y)\) plane, these equations can be expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial p}{\partial x} &= -p \frac{\partial u}{\partial t}, \\
\frac{\partial p}{\partial y} &= -p \frac{\partial v}{\partial t}, \\
\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} &= -\frac{1}{\rho c^2} \frac{\partial p}{\partial t},
\end{align*}
\]

where \(u\) and \(v\) are the \(x\) and \(y\) components of the particle velocity, \(p\) is the pressure, \(\rho\) is the density, and \(c\) is the sound speed of the medium. [These are Eqs. (1)–(3) of Ref. 24.]

For a spatial grid size of \(h\), the first-order spatial partial derivatives appearing in the above equations can be approximated by

\[
\left. \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \right|_{t=\Delta t} = \frac{1}{2h} [u(i+1,j;n) - u(i-1,j;n)]
\]

with similar approximations for the \(y\) and \(t\) derivatives. In the above equation, \(u(i,j,n)\) represents the \(x\) component of the particle velocity at \((x,y)\) grid point \((i,j)\) and at time step \(n\). Using these approximations the equations of motion can be rewritten in finite-difference form (see the Appendix).

There are two steps to determine the size of the grid and the length of the time step to insure numerical stability when implementing the FDTD algorithm. First, for a second-order finite difference, as adapted in this study, 20 spatial nodes per major wavelength are needed to suppress unwanted numerical dispersion. Next, for a given grid size \(h\), the time step must meet the theoretical Courant stability criterion\(^{24}\)

\[
\Delta t \leq h/(c\sqrt{2})
\]

for the two-dimensional case. (In three-dimensional cases the square root of 2 is replaced by the square root of 3 in the denominator.) However, for problems involving materials having a high impedance contrast, the Courant condition of Eq. (3) may not be sufficient to insure numerical stability. A more stringent stability criterion with a much smaller time step has been imposed on the calculations in this paper of

\[
\Delta t = h/(16c)
\]

and is discussed further below.

The finite-difference equations are solved using a staggered difference algorithm proposed by Yee\(^{20}\) in a two-dimensional spatial domain (see the Appendix). The computations are also staggered between the air pressure \(p\) and the particle velocity \(v\) in the time domain. Yee’s staggered grid algorithm remains the most economical and robust way to carry out finite-difference time domain calculations.\(^{19}\)

The perfectly matched layer (PML) technique\(^{25}\) was adapted for the absorption boundary condition and achieved highly effective suppression of reflections from the domain boundaries. Numerical experiments demonstrated that an eight-layer PML boundary condition reduced the reflected error by 30–40 dB over any previously proposed absorption boundary conditions.\(^{17}\) This method has also been successfully implemented in modeling seismic waves\(^{26}\) and radar waves.\(^{27}\)

**B. Two-dimensional approximation**

While the solution of the finite-difference equations discussed in the previous section is straightforward, a very fine spatial grid is required for an accurate solution as discussed below. This requirement normally limits finite-difference calculations for outdoor sound propagation problems to supercomputers or specialized multiprocessor networks. To reduce the computational effort and make the problem tractable on a desktop computer, a simplified two-dimensional model is used to represent the real three-dimensional world. This reduction of the calculations to two dimensions has substantial benefits but also introduces a number of approximations and
limitations to the modeling capability. While the kinematics of the computations (e.g., the speed and shape of the wavefronts and the arrival times) remain accurate, the dynamics (pressure amplitudes) differ from the three-dimensional situation and must be corrected if the calculations are to be compared to real measurements.

In the real physical world and in actual measurements, a point source generates a spherical acoustic wave with a geometric spreading factor of \(1/ct=1/r\). However, the two-dimensional model uses a line source, which extends to infinity in the direction perpendicular to the model plane. This source generates a cylindrical wave with the geometric spreading of \(1/\sqrt{ct}=1/\sqrt{r}\). Thus the two-dimensional modeling results are renormalized by an additional factor of \(1/\sqrt{r}\) to account for the actual three-dimensional geometric spreading present in the measured data.

The two-dimensional model plane coincides with the horizontal ground plane, so the model does not intrinsically include the effect of the ground surface. To compare the calculated waveforms with the measured data, the ground is assumed to be rigid (finite ground impedance effects are neglected) and the direct and reflected path lengths equal; these assumptions imply that the calculated model pressures be multiplied by a factor of 2 to account for ground reflection. The factor of 2 is included in the modeling results when compared with the recorded data. This approach is accurate for frequencies up to about 600 Hz, but would have to be modified for higher frequency propagation or for propagation over more porous grounds.

Memory constraints in the 1-GB personal computer used in the calculations limit the problem size to a total of about 1.2 million spatial grid points. With a spatial grid interval of 0.1 m, a two-dimensional problem of 110 m\(^2\) can be studied, compared to a volume of only 10.6 m\(^3\) that could be computed in the full three-dimensional case. The reader should also remain aware that energy outside the plane of the propagation model is ignored, i.e., propagation over the top of a berm, wall, or building is not included in the model. As the results below will show, this limitation introduces only a surprisingly small error.

C. Source waveform

The source waveform used for the calculations (Fig. 4) is based on measurement close to the source and is modified from the theoretical blast wave source pulse presented by Reed.\(^28\) The analytical expression for the source pressure as a function of time is

\[
p(t) = A(1 - a(f t - b)^2) \exp(-c f t),
\]

where \(p(t)\) is the source pressure at time \(t\), \(A\) is the source strength, \(a\), \(b\), and \(c\) are constants that determine the delay, rise time, and the amplitude of the negative trough of the source waveform, and \(f\) is the central frequency of the pulse. A value for \(f\) of 150 Hz was found to produce a source waveform similar to that measured for the type and size of explosive sources used in this study. When used to construct the starting pulse for the simulations, this frequency value also produced good agreement with the measured waveforms as will be discussed below. Other source waveforms can easily be used in the FDTD simulations if desired.

D. Material parameters used in the simulations

A sound speed of 353 m s\(^{-1}\) was measured using a blank pistol as the source of the waves, slightly higher than the expected sound speed of about 350 m s\(^{-1}\) for the air temperature of about 32 °C. However, for the small explosions a sound speed of 370 m s\(^{-1}\) was measured. This higher speed is a weak nonlinear effect caused by higher pressures of the blast waves, and corresponds to a Mach number of about 1.05.\(^29\) Thus in the finite difference calculations a sound speed of 370 m s\(^{-1}\) and a density of 1.2 kg m\(^{-3}\) are used to represent air, giving an acoustic impedance of 440 kg m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\).
Concrete has a nominal density of 2300 kg m\(^{-3}\) and an acoustic wave speed of 2950 m s\(^{-1}\) for an acoustic impedance of \(6.8 \times 10^6\) kg m\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\). The very large impedance contrast with air imposes a more strict stability condition than the classic Courant condition\(^{30}\) so that the final selections of the grid size and time step were determined by the material contrast. However, using realistic values of the material properties for air and concrete makes the simulation unrealistically expensive in both memory and CPU time. To avoid these problems, the impedance contrast must be reduced to a manageable level. In these simulations, the full velocity contrast (a ratio of 1/8) is implemented to capture the correct propagation phenomenology, but the density contrast is limited to about 1/20 instead of the true ratio of 1/2000 by reducing the density of the concrete wall from 2300 kg m\(^{-3}\) to a value of 23 kg m\(^{-3}\). Physically, this change does not affect the arrival times of the waves or the propagation behavior. Using a lower density for concrete reduces the impedance ratio from approximately 15,000 to about 150, and also makes a slight change in the reflection and transmission coefficients. For example, the true normal reflection coefficient value of 0.999 94 will be replaced by a value of 0.989 74, about a 1% change in reflection coefficient.

As shown by Schröder and Scott\(^{30}\), a high impedance contrast may introduce numerical instabilities in the finite-difference solution. Three steps have been taken in the calculations presented here to eliminate these instabilities. First, the impedance contrast between air and concrete is reduced by lowering the density of concrete used in the calculations as discussed in the preceding paragraph. This adjustment reduces the impedance ratio from 15\(k\) to 150, while the reflection coefficient and wave velocities remain unaffected. Second, following Schröder and Scott\(^{30}\), the first grid layer at the air-wall boundary uses the average impedance between air and concrete instead of the full impedance contrast. Finally, the time step is reduced from the classical Courant condition given in Eq. (3) to the much more stringent condition of Eq. (4). Imposing these conditions on the calculations insured their stability and also gave good accuracy, as demonstrated by comparison with field measurements in the following section.

Although rigid boundaries can be used in the simulations, they may introduce complications in the discretization of complex geometries and cause further numerical instability and so were not included in the calculations presented here. The shear properties of the wall are also ignored in these acoustic wave simulations.

1. **Analytical comparison**

To validate the approximations made to reduce the impedance contrast between the concrete walls and air, the analytical reflection coefficient for a planar surface is compared to the reflection coefficient calculated using the FDTD method. A symmetric Ricker wavelet with a frequency of 100 Hz was used in this finite-difference calculation. The analytical reflection coefficient is given by

\[
R = \frac{Z_i \cos \theta - Z_0 \cos \theta}{Z_i \cos \theta + Z_0 \cos \theta},
\]

where \(Z_i = \rho_i c_i\) are the concrete and air impedances and \(\theta\) is the angle of incidence (with \(\theta = 0\) at normal incidence). Figure 5 compares two analytical reflection coefficients, one with the full impedance contrast and one calculated with a lower concrete density as discussed previously. All of the calculation methods give a reflection coefficient near one for all angles of incidence below 80°. The finite-difference method matches the reduced density concrete coefficient at grazing angles above 80°. This approximation is acceptable for the propagation environment discussed in this paper.

The major advantage of simulating the building effects with a two-dimensional FDTD code is that fewer computational resources are needed compared to a full three-dimensional simulation. For example, each two-dimensional simulation in this paper required about 155 min to complete on a 1.6-GHz personal computer. A substantial part of this time was used to write 250 movie frames for each computation. Because the finite-difference code is written in MATLAB, converting to a compiled language like FORTRAN is likely to provide substantial improvements in the speed of the computations in the future.

**IV. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR A RIGHT-ANGLE WALL**

In this section, the finite-difference simulation for the experimental geometry shown in Fig. 1 is discussed and
compared to the measured waveforms. The two-dimensional finite-difference simulation was run separately for sources located in the five source positions (SPs) shown in Fig. 1. For these simulations, a 600 × 700 grid of nodes was used with a spatial sampling of 0.1 m; thus, the simulated area was 60 × 70 m with absorbing boundaries at the edges. The time step was 16.67 μs, and the simulation ran for 15 000 time steps, providing a total time window of 0.25 s.

In the calculations, the concrete wall was assigned a density of 23 kg m\(^{-3}\) and an acoustic wave speed of 2950 m s\(^{-1}\), while the air surrounding the wall was assigned a density of 1.2 kg m\(^{-3}\) and a sound speed of 370 m s\(^{-1}\) as discussed earlier. For the frequency band (less than 200 Hz) and propagation distances (less than 100 m) used here, the intrinsic absorption of the atmosphere is negligible and has been ignored in the calculations.

A. Comparison with measurements in the time domain

Figures 6–10 compare the measured waveforms with the waveforms calculated using the finite-difference method for each source location. For each waveform pair shown in the figures, the upper waveform has been measured experimentally while the lower waveform has been calculated using the two-dimensional FDTD method. The left column of each of these figures shows the sensors (A–D) located near the front wall. These sensors are line-of-sight (LOS) in all cases. The center column of each figure shows the results from the sensors (E–H) located near the side wall, and the right column of each figure shows the results from the sensors (I–K) located behind the front wall. Sensors in the center and right columns are sometimes NLOS as discussed previously; see Fig. 1 and Table I.

In Fig. 6 (for SP 1), the source is located at a grazing angle with respect to the front wall, and no reflected waves appear in the measurements or in the simulations. As the
source position is moved to produce the following figures, the waveforms in the left column show the reflected wave interfering with the direct wave. In all cases, the agreement between the observed and calculated waveforms is very good.

The center column of Figs. 6–10 shows the waveforms for sensors E–H located near the side wall. With the source at SP 1 (Fig. 6), all of these sensors are directly behind the side wall in the deep shadow zone. All of the observed and calculated waveforms have longer durations than the LOS sensors. The waveform agreement is generally good, although there are some visible differences. The observed waveforms often show a second arrival peak that is larger in amplitude than the second arrival in the calculated waveforms. This difference may arise because the calculations are ignoring any diffractions over the top of the wall due to the two-dimensional nature of the model. As the source moves in Figs. 6–10, the diffraction angle decreases and the agreement between the observed and calculated waveforms improves. The transition from NLOS to LOS is accurately depicted in the calculated waveforms.

The right column in Figs. 6–10 compares the sensors I–K located behind the front wall. Here, the results for SP 1 (Fig. 6), all of these sensors are directly behind the side wall in the deep shadow zone. All of the observed and calculated waveforms have longer durations than the LOS sensors. The waveform agreement is generally good, although there are some visible differences. The observed waveforms often show a second arrival peak that is larger in amplitude than the second arrival in the calculated waveforms. This difference may arise because the calculations are ignoring any diffractions over the top of the wall due to the two-dimensional nature of the model. As the source moves in Figs. 6–10, the diffraction angle decreases and the agreement between the observed and calculated waveforms improves. The transition from NLOS to LOS is accurately depicted in the calculated waveforms.

B. Comparison with measurements in the spatial domain

One very useful advantage of the finite-difference method is the ability to save snapshots of the pressure wave field at any time step in the calculation. By assembling such snapshots in sequence, a movie of the wave-field evolution is
produced that is very useful for understanding details of the individual sensor waveforms. As an example, the measured and calculated waveforms for sensor J, located 3.0 m behind the front wall, when the source was at SP 3 is shown in Fig. 11. For the measured waveform, aside from the largest arrival at 93 ms, other positive pressure arrivals are visible at 115 and 135 ms. For the calculated waveform, the arrival times are about 91, 112, and 135 ms, respectively.

Figure 12 shows some selected wave-field snapshots for the SP 3 source position. By examining these snapshots and the full movie, we can determine the source of the individual positive arrivals. From Fig. 12, the large first arrival on the sensor 3 m from the back of the front wall is clearly seen to be a wave diffracting around the left corner of the front wall. There is also probably some transmission through the wall. In the measurement, there must also be energy propagating over the top of the wall that is ignored in the calculations.

By following the wave-fronts through a series of snapshots, the arrival at about 115 ms is identified as the reflection of the diffracted wave from the back (left) side of the side wall. Finally, the arrival at 135 ms can be identified as a diffracted wave from the bottom corner of the side wall, a wave that is rarely considered in diffraction problems. Although the pressure amplitudes of these later arrivals are small, their identification through the use of the wave-field snapshots adds to the understanding of the acoustic wave interaction with the wall. The ability to identify and elucidate wave arrivals may be especially helpful in situations with more complicated geometries, for example when full four-sided or multiple buildings are present.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Measurements of acoustic pulse propagation near a concrete right-angle wall were presented in this paper. The measurements confirm that diffraction acts like a strong low-pass filter, greatly reducing frequencies above 100 Hz and reducing the peak amplitude by a factor of about \( \frac{1}{4} \).

The finite-difference method was used to calculate theoretical waveforms for comparison with the experimental measurements. Using a simplified two-dimensional representation of the wall gave fast computation times and good agreement with measured arrival times, peak amplitudes, and waveform characteristics for which no analytical techniques exist. This simulation method can be used to investigate propagation in more complicated multiple building urban environments. The comparison shows that the limitation to a two-dimensional geometry speeds up the calculations significantly while introducing only small errors in accuracy.
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APPENDIX: YEE (1966) ALGORITHM USING STAGGERED GRID AND LEAPFROG TIME-STEPPING

The method proposed by Yee to solve the Maxwell equations for electromagnetic wave propagation uses a leap-
frog scheme on staggered Cartesian grids. This method can be applied to acoustic problems using the first-order, velocity-pressure coupled differential equations:

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial x} = -\rho \frac{\partial u}{\partial t},
\]

\[
\frac{\partial p}{\partial y} = -\rho \frac{\partial v}{\partial t},
\]

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} = -\frac{1}{\rho c^2} \frac{\partial p}{\partial t},
\]

where \(u\) and \(v\) are the \(x\) and \(y\) components of the particle velocity, \(p\) is the pressure, \(\rho\) is the density, and \(c\) is the sound speed of the medium. [These are Eqs. (1)-(3) of Ref. 24 and Eq. (1) of this text.] For a spatial grid size of \(h\), the first-order spatial partial derivatives appearing in the above equations can be approximated by

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \bigg|_{i=\text{odd}} \approx \frac{1}{2h} [u(i+1,j;n) - u(i-1,j;n)]
\]

with similar approximations for the \(y\) and \(t\) derivatives. In the above equation, \(u(i,j;n)\) represents the \(x\) component of the particle velocity at \((x,y)\) grid point \((i,j)\) and at time step \(n\). Following Yee’s approach and using the approximation in (A2) the equations of motion can be solved in finite-difference form [see Eqs. (7)-(9) in Ref. 24]:

\[
u_{i+1/2,j}^{n+1/2} = u_{i+1/2,j}^{n-1/2} - \frac{\Delta t}{\rho_{i,j} \Delta x} \left( p_{i,j+1}^{n} - p_{i,j}^{n} \right),
\]

\[
v_{i+1/2,j}^{n+1/2} = v_{i+1/2,j}^{n-1/2} - \frac{\Delta t}{\rho_{i,j} \Delta y} \left( p_{i+1,j}^{n} - p_{i,j}^{n} \right),
\]

\[
p_{i,j}^{n+1} = p_{i,j}^{n} - \Delta t \rho_{i,j} \left( \frac{u_{i+1/2,j}^{n+1/2} - u_{i-1/2,j}^{n+1/2} + v_{i,j+1/2}^{n+1/2} - v_{i,j-1/2}^{n+1/2}}{\Delta x} \right).
\]

The staggered Cartesian grid used in Eq. (A3) is sketched in Fig. 13. Equations (A3) show how updated values of pressure and particle velocity are obtained from previous values on the staggered grid.

The Yee algorithm is robust, fast, and simple to understand and has several properties and advantages that differ from some other numerical finite-difference methods. First, the Yee method simultaneously solves two coupled physical fields (pressure and particle velocities in acoustics) through a set of first-order partial differential equations, instead of solving for a single, second-order partial differential equation for one of the two physical fields. This solution algorithm is more robust than solving either field alone.

Second, the algorithm is very flexible in taking advantage of specific features unique to each field, such as acoustically hard (particle velocity assigned to be zero) or acoustically soft (pressure to be zero) regions. Third, the finite-difference expressions for spatial derivatives are central difference in nature and second-order accurate.

Fourth, the leapfrog time-stepping used is also central difference in nature and second-order accurate. Since this approach is fully explicit, it avoids problems involved with simultaneous equations and matrix inversion. Finally, the method can be used to determine the response in a chosen frequency band in one calculation by using a pulse excitation. This cannot be achieved with frequency domain methods.

The disadvantages of the Yee algorithm are those shared by all finite-difference approaches. If the Cartesian grid does not conform well to the real geometry of a particular problem, so called “stair stepping” errors will be introduced. In addition, the absence of a general subgridding scheme means that structures smaller than the resolution have to be treated by subcell models. These models are currently limited to relatively simple geometrical structures such as wires, gaps, layers, etc., and introduce additional complexity to the calculations.


